Community Visions Unlimited
Revitalizing New Orleans neighborhoods through housing, arts, education and community empowerment

www.cvunola.org email: cvunola@gmail.com 504-957-5542

Community Visions Unlimited (CVU) a 501c(3) nonprofit is honored to have you as one of our
participating artists. Below are guidelines to help you understand the process CVU has put in place for
the New Orleans Street Gallery.
By accepting this contract you agree to adhere to the guidelines set forth by Community Visions
Unlimited. Any deviation from the accepted design will be cause for the box to be painted over. The box
will have no commercial printing or information accept cvunola.org. There is no guarantee how long the
boxes will be allowed by the city. Sometimes maintenance or an accident may cause the box to be
removed altogether.
CVU will provide proper approval letter from the Neighborhood Association. An artist stipend of $300
will be paid upon completion of the project. The artist must notify CVU when project is complete for a
final inspection.
The artist will be given a designated site location and paint materials and a mini box. The artist will start
the project within 3 hours of notification that the box has been cleaned and primed. This is to prevent
graffiti on the primed box. The artist must send photos of the site as they progress. The artist is expected
to complete the project within 3-5 days including a mini box unless otherwise agreed upon in advance.
The art work will become the property of Community Visions Unlimited and may be used to further the
project through reproduction and promotion. The artist must be willing to be photographed, filmed and
interviewed for project documentation. This contract will automatically be renewed unless artist notify
CVU 30 days in advance to cancel.

Artist Signature______________________________ Artist Name Print ___________________________
Artist Address______________________________ Artist Phone______________________________
Artist Email____________________________________________
Artist Social Security#____________________________________Please do not forget the W9 Form
which must accompany all submissions

Date_________________
CVU Print___________________________
CVU Signature_________________________
Date__________________

